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By SHIRLEY HANFORD 

Gazette Staff Writer 

LEWISTON - A new program of con
air :monitoring to check levels of 

gas began' a month ago at 'the 
L::.ke Ontario Ordinance Works 
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site where residues of the Manhattan atom 
bomb project are stored. 

Results of the new testing are not yet 
available from the U. S. Department of 
Energy or from National Lead Co. of Ohio. 
that monitors and maintains the facility 
on Pletcher Road for·DOE. 
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Dr. MatVin Resnikoff. chairman of 
Nuclear Subcommittee of the 
Sierra ClUb. asked in a statement 
for removal and clean-up of 

The new air program is ex-
pected to continue for at a year. with 

every two weeks. 

It is conducted with new highly-
sensitive equipment developed by 
National Lead. The will be tested 
and analyzed at the company's laboratory 
in Fernald. Ohio. and then forwarded t& 
DOE's Safety and Environmental Controls 
Division in Oak Tenn. 

Special instruments called dostimeters 
are hung at eight different stations along 
the fence surrounding the site. 

The air comes through a screen at the 
bottom. then goes through a layer of silica 

a filter. and finally to an electrically
dostimeter 

According to Joseph Kirchue. 
maintenance supervisor for National 
Lead. the chips record the radioactivity by 
the amount of light emitted. 

The first chips were removed and sent 
to Ohio for testing June 15. A DOE 
spokesman in Oak Ridge said Friday 
results are not yet aVailable because 
measuring eqUipment had to be rpflllrri,~d 
to the manufacturer for adjust:mellt. 

Why a year of air monitoring? .1\" .Irclilue "~ 
said last week it was being done to satisfy 
complaints and curios~ty of area resi
dents. 

, "We're monitoring both water and air. 
Kirchue said. "We don't want ;'Inn"n",,",;; 

West Valley here." .'t 
Water monitoring is done four times 

year at. wells located throughout the 
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Kirchue inserts chip in electrode 
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